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1. Introduction. We set G SL(2, R)
and fix a positive integer 1--> 2. Let G be the

1-fold covering group of G. We have an exact
sequence
(1) 1--- p-- G--* G---* 1
where gt is the cyclic group of order 1. By (1), we
obtain the cohomology class
which is of order 1. For a subgroup
be the restriction of to F. The purpose of this
paper is to determine when r splits, in the case
where F is a cocompact torsion free subgroup of
G.

We can constr41ct ( as follows ([4]). For -( a b) G and z H (the complex upper half
c d

plane), put j(a, z) cz + d. Let
(’: {(, f(a, z)) I G, fis holomorphic on

H, f1(7, z) j(7, z)}.
We define the group law of G by
(a, f(a, z))(r, g(r, z)) (at, f(a, rz)g(r, z)).
By this definition of G, we see easily that
splits if and only if there exists an automorphic
factor of F whose l-th power is equal to j(a, z).

For example, if 1 is even and F contains
1, then r does not split because there is no

automorphic factor as above.
However if l- 2 and F /’(4) (the princip-

al congruence subgroup of SL(2, Z) of level 4),
then r splits by the automorphic factor h(a, z)

O(a(z))/O(z) (a ID. Here O(z) =_
exp(2rv/- 1 n2z)(z H)is the standard theta
function. (See [3].)

The main result of this paper is:
Theorem. Let F be a discrete torsion-free sub-

group of G such that F\ G is compact. Let g be the
genus of F\ H. Let
(2) 1 -- p--* F--, F-- 1
be the exact sequence obtained from

Then (2) splits if and only fg --= 1 (rnod 1).
Moreover the order of r is 1/(1, g 1), where
(1, g- 1) denotes the greatest common divisor of

and g- 1.
The author is very grateful to Prof. Yoshida

for giving me important suggestions concerning
the problem treated in this paper.

[}2. Poincar series. When a non-vanishing

holomorphic function h(a, z)of z tt is given
for every a F which satisfies

h(ala2, z) h(al, az)h(a, z)
for every a, az F and z It, we call h(a, z)
an automorphic factor with respect to F.

Fix k R and let F be a torsion free sub-
group of G such that F\ G is compact and
h(a, z) be an automorphic factor with respect to
F. We consider a meromorphic function f(z)on
H satisfying the following conditions.

(i) f has finitely many poles.
(ii) Let {zx,..., zm} be the set of poles of f

For any neighborhood Uu of zu(1 <- u <_ m), we

have

f, f(z)y y-dxdy < oo

where H’-- H- Uu__ U, andz:xWv/- ly.
Using this f, we can construct a Poincare

series

F(z) f(rz)
rr h (7 z)

Since we can see formally that F(az) h(a,
z)kF(z) for any a F, F is a meromorphic form
of weight k with respect to h(a, z) if the Poin-
care series uniformly converges on any compact
subset outside of the poles.

Proposition (see [1] p. 64). (1) Poincar
series F(z) converges absolutely uniformly on any
compact subset of H- {Tz 17 F, 1 <- u <- m}.
Moreover F(z) is meromorphic on H.

(2) Iff(z) has a pole of order r at w and holo-
morphic at 7w for every 7 1"- {1}, then F(z)
has a pole of order r at w.

Take any integer k such that k _> 41, (k, /)
k

1; take any integer n such that + 1 <: n
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k_--. Then we can apply the proposition to

f(z) (z- i) -n and obtain the following corol-
lary.

Corollary. F being as above, assume that
there exists an automorphic factor h(o, z) with re-
spect to F whose 1-th power is equal to j(o, z).
Then for any k >- 41 such that (k, 1) 1, there ex-

ists a non-zero meromorphic function F which satis-

fies F(oz) F(z) h (o, z) k
for a F, z H.

[}3. Proof of Theorem. Now we will com-
plete the proof of the theorem.

First assume that (2) splits. Then there ex-
ists an automorphic factor h(o, z)with respect
to F whose 1-th power is equal to j(o, z). Take
any integer k-> 41 such that (k, 1) 1. By the
corollary we get a non-zero meromorphic form F
of weight k with respect to the automorphic fac-
tor h(o, z). It is clear that F is a meromorphic
form of weight k in the usual sense. Then we see
that

deg(div(F)) k(g- 1).
(See [2], p. 39, Prop. 2. 16.)
Since the left hand side is divisible by and k is
prime to 1, we get g I (rood 1).

Conversely let g In -+- 1. Take a non-zero
meromorphic differential 1-form co on the
Riemann surface := F\ H. Then

deg(div(co)) 2g- 2 21n.
Take a point Po of . Then

deg(div(co) 21nPo) O.
By Jacobi’s inversion problem, the divisor group
whose element is of degree zero is divisible mod-
ulo linear equivalence. Hence we can take a di-
visor B on such that

div(co) 21nPo 21B,
where means the linear equivalence. By defini-
tion of linear equivalence, there exists a mero-
morphic function f on t such that

21B div(co) + 21nPo div(f).
In view of the correspondence between mero-

morphic differential 1-forms and meromorphic
forms of weight two, we get a moromorphic form

F of weight two such that
Fdz fco.

We get
div(F) div(fw) (See [21, p. 39, Prop. 2. 16.)

div(f) + div(co) 21(B +nPo).
Therefore there exists a meromorphic function H

H(az)
such that He= F. Set h’(o, z) H(z) Then

we have h’(o, z) j(o, z) . From this, we see
easily that h’(o, z)= Z(o)j(o, z) with a homo-
morphisrn Z of F to {-+- 1}. Since F is isomorphic
to the fundamental group of a compact Riemann
surface of genus >--2, there is a character Zo of

h’(a z)
F such that Z0= Z. Now h(o, z) Zo(O is

the automorphic factor which splits (2).
Let rn 1/(1, g- 1) and m’ be the order of

er. We can take a subgroup F’ of F of index
Let Res" H(F, p) --* He(F", l) be the restric-
tion map, and Cor He (F’,/) -- H (F,/) be
the corestriction map. Let g’ be the genus of
F’\H. By the Hurwitz formula, we have g’-- 1

rn(g--1). Hence we have already shown
Res(r) er, 1. Since Cor Res(er)

1, m is divisible by
Let f’pt--p/,n, be the rn’-th power map,

and f, He(F,p) ---* He(F, p/,,) be the induced
map by f. Since f. (set)= se"= 1, g--1 is

1
divisible by -. Hence is divisible by
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